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Three pillars…

Integral sport 
performance

KNOW-HOW: 

Sport

preparation

methodology

TALENTS:

Talent 
identification 
and players 
recruitment

CONDITIONS:

Sport 
management





Marco Aurelius

Everything we hear is an opinion, 

not a fact. Everything we see is a 

perspective, not the truth.



Football…

Popular

Atractive

Visible 

 Influental

Complex

Competitive

Global



Football…

Conservative

Controversal

Compromited

Violent 

Coruptive

Close-minded

Paradoxal



Paradox…

…a self-contradictory statement 
that at first seems true…

Merriam Webster dictionary



Football training and competition 

paradoxes…

Pregame and halftime breaks

Duration overload

Training pitch size

Rest intervals simulation



Football training and competition 

paradoxes…

Pregame and halftime breaks

Duration overload

Training pitch size

Rest intervals simulation

WHY???



Recovery

RECOVERY

Acute

(intra/inter-
movement)

Short term

(intra-training)

Long term

(inter-training)
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Intra-training 
recovery

Inter-exercise 
recovery

Intra-exercise 
recovery



Football content (Stolen et al., Sports Medicine, 2005.)

VARIABLE

%HRmax 80-90

Number of acivities 1000-1400

High intensity activities 
occurance

Each 90''

Sprint occurance Each 70''

Sprint (% of game) 0,5-3

Sprint (% of total distance) 1-11

Sprint (number) 10-20

Tackles 15

Headings 10



Gabbet and Mulvey, JSCR, 2008.



Gabbet and Mulvey, JSCR, 2008



Augste and Cordes, IJPAS, 2016.



Stoppages…

Game Throw-in Goal 

kick

Corner 

kick

Free 

kick

Free 

kick AZ

Subs

Official 

match

11’’ 23’’ 27’’ 25’’ 70’’ 45’’

Training 

game
7-10’’ 15’’ 15’’ 10’’ 30-40’’ 15’’

Small

games

- 2-5’’ - 2-5’’ - -

Middle 

game

- 2-5’’ - 2-5’’ - -

Large 

game

- 2-5’’ - 2-5’’ - -



SMLG/SSG (small, middle, large sided games)

 Most common football training content

 40-80% of ‘’clear’’ football training

 Benefits: 

Lacome et al., IJSPP, 2017.



Games effective time (Casamichana and Castellano, JSS, 2010.)

GAME % of effective time

Official 50-60

Small 67

Midlle 75

Large 82



Hill-Haas et al., Sports Medicine, 2011.



Hill-Haas et al., Sports Medicine, 2011.

RI duration: 90’’ - 5’

W:R ratio: 5.3 – 1:1



Lacome et al., IJSPP, 2017.

3’90’’ 2’



HIT bible



Bucheit and Laursen, Sports Med, 2013.



Bucheit and Laursen, Sports Med, 2013.



Bucheit and Laursen, Sports Med, 2013.



Turner and Stewart, SCJ, 2014.



Turner and Stewart, SCJ, 2014.

Generally 

We can not mistake with

2’



SMLG inter-exercise and intra-exercises 

rest intervals

Do not simulate real game 

rest intervals



SMLG Inter/Intra rest intervals 

paradox…

Inter exercise rest intervals mainly 

longer than real game rest intervals

Intra exercises rest intervals mainly 

shorter than real game rest intervals



Evergreen principles confrontation…

OVERLOAD SPECIFICITY



Evergreen principles confrontation…

OVERLOAD SPECIFICITY

SMLG



Evergreen principles balance…

OVERLOAD SPECIFICITY

undertrained underskilled

overtrained overskilled



Evergreen principles balance…

OVERLOAD SPECIFICITY

undertrained underskilled

overtrained overskilled

VARIABILITY



Main issues…

 Can we train/improve intra-game recovery? 

 How?

Generic training (whole bio-energetical
continuum)

Specific intensification (SMLG)

Real games (official games, training games, 
simulation games)



Simulation games (SIMG)

 Game simulation (part of pitch, part of game, special situations)

 Competitive 

 Official rules game

 Intra-exercises rest intervals close to real game  (10-75’’)

 Exercise (set) duration 5-30’

 Intensity – accent on ‘’stop-sprint’’ principle

 Using rest intervals for corrections

 Fixed or random rest interval frequency

 Mostly large sided games



Power expression

intensity

duration

SIMG

SMLG

Power 
expression



Technical-tactical content (team training)

Technical
training

OnZeroSMLGSIMGGame



Technical-tactical content (youth)

Technical
training

OnZeroSMLGSIMGGame



Football training content – Evergreen 

approach

Football 
training

Real games
SMLG

ONZERO

Individual 
PC/Technique



Team/individual needs balance…

TEAM IND



Recovery

RECOVERY

Acute

(intra/inter-
movement)

Short term

(intra-training)

Long term

(inter-training)



Who will benefit in future

 Those who will care more about: 

 Individual players needs (Physical, Technical, 

Tactical, Mental…)

 Higher volume of training (more repetitions)

 Technical and tactical details

 Game simulation



People in boxes…



Shepherd and sheeps



Steve Jobs about creativity…

 Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask

creative people how they did something, they feel a

little guilty because they didn’t really do it, they just saw

something. It seemed obvious to them after a while.

That’s because they were able to connect experiences
they’ve had and synthesize new things. And the reason

they were able to do that was that they’ve had more

experiences or they have thought more about their

experiences than other people.



The ten fundamental laws of winning in high 
performance sport are (Wayne Goldsmith):

 To be different;

 To be unique;

 To do things first;

 To be more creative and more innovative than your competition;

 To take risks;

 To create and sustain a culture which is focused on winning – on being the 
best;

 To fight hard and compete with total commitment;

 To not accept anything but the best from everyone involved in your team: 
athletes, coaches, staff, management, Board – everyone must be committed 
to winning;

 To see winning as not just a destination but an attitude that pervades every 
aspect of every thought and action within your team every day;

 To not compromise on the consistent implementation of the first nine laws.


